County Welfare Reduced; Students To Stall Meet
meeting today, so that welfare recipients will
have time to get there and state their case.
The Board has been requested to schedule
evening meetings so that those who work full
or part time can attend, but it has refused.
The support group is appealing for more
students to filibuster the 3 p.m. meeting, long
enough for the entire group to arrive.
Rides will be available, and more drivers
are also needed. Anyone interested may call
Miss Alaimo at 251-6611, go to her office in

By MARY MORALES
Daily Political Writer
Grants of general assistance (welfare) recipients in Santa Clara County were reduced
this year to $63.10 a month by the County
Board of Supervisors, which funds and controls the program.
Twenty students, led by Beverly Ellenburg,
junior sociology major. and E. Merles Alaimo,
ASB Executive Secretary, are organizing
others to stall a County Board of Supei visors

the College Union, or call 246-1565 or
246-1465.
The Sociology Club, also involved in the
project, will be picking up aid recipients from
the poverty poekets and taking them to the
meeting.
A narrated slide presentation will be presented by the council for Coalition vs. Pover ty,
according to council director Gene L,okey. He
veants to acquaint people with contrasting conditions in the county --- the "shacks" the

poor peopli. have to live in, "hidden from
view by pretty trees," the poor food they
have to eat, and the rehabilitation. job-training, and self-help programs which can help
them get off welfare.
Last year, the Board of Supenisors alloeater! $712,000 for general assistance, for individual grants of $105.
This year the amount MIS cut 30 per cent
to $650,000 with grants of $63.50. Each grant
is the same whether for a single person or

fur a parent with any number of children.
When these cuts were nuide, the Istatel
welfare department refused to give recipients
such a small amount, and continued to give
them $9fi a month, making up the difference
out of their own funds, but these have run out.
At the meeting, those people will try to
influence the Board into funding the program
$300.000, which is the amount needed to bring
it up to minimum subsistence needs set by
the state,

Marriage Lecture

PA RTAN DA I LY

"Marriage from the Woman’s
Point of %len" nil! be discussed by Dr. SI11411. Wigginh.
professor of Ee011011lieN. today
In Cafeteria A and B at 12:30
p.m. Dr. Wiggins’ lecture is the
third lecture in the Esperlmental College’s (Est’) "Love
azid/or :Marriage" seminar to
last the entire semester. The
college commonly is invited.
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D’Abbracci, Mueller
Petition Movement
Gets Council Boost
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This Month
,th
"THE SOUTH BAY FLASH" played blues, jazz, and
rock for two hours on Seventh Street Friday afternoon
to help celebrate the coming of spring. Four hundred
students turned out for the Experimental College’s
(ExC) "Celebration of the Vernal Equinox" led by the
Witch Adonis (Dennis Bolling, featured this week in
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Time Magazine). The spring turn -on and winter turn-off
lasted all afternoon, with students moving from the
fountain to Seventh Street at 1:30 p.m. Students had
to wait one hour for the band to start playing. Meanwhile, the Witch Adonis and his assistants passed out
flowers and chanted.

’For Witches’ Sake!’

’Celebrate Spring,’ Witch Urges
By SUSAN GALE
Daily Staff Writer
"Celebrate spring, for God’s sake! For witches’ sakes!"
shouted Witch Adonis I Demis Bolling) at Friday’s "Celebration of the Vernal Equinox" around the fountain.
With his lavender cape flowing in the wind, hands held
high, the %%itch led the Invocation-to-Spring chant. Within
10 minutes, after a quick chase around the lawn, Witch
Adonis was dragged into the fountain where he performed
his magical feat of shutting off the fountain by sitting on
it.
"I also stopped yesterday’s rain and made the sun come
out toclay," Witch Adonis said. The 19-year-old Spanish
major was featured in this week’s Time magazine.
The Witch’s spring celebration, sponsored by the Experimental College (ExC), included 750 colorrd balloons
floating across the lawn, several dog fights, guitar and
banjo music, anci complete "spontaneity," according to
Su.san Zellar, ExC spokesman.
"Come on, get up, and join us! We’re the audience, not
you!" the Witch told 400 on-lookers, lounging on the lawn.
A human chain of 60 wound its way around the lawn pass-

Koeppler To Ask
Does Europe Exist?
Dr. Henry Koeppler, founder and
first director of Wilton Park, Sussex,
England, will lecture on "Europe Does it Exist?" in S142 tomoinnw at
8 p.m.
Admission to the talk, co-sponsored
by the College Union Program Board
and Pi Sigma Alpha (Political Science
Honor Society), is free.
Dr. Koeppler received his Master’s
and Ph.D. at Oxford University. A
consultant to the Ford Foundation
since 1961, Dr. Koeppler was selected
"Visiting Distinguished Mershon Professor" at Ohio State University in
1968.
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BLUES, JAZZ, ROCK
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Weather
Another clear, beautiful smogfree day is In store for Sparlanites totlay and tomorrow
with afternoon temperatures
edging into the love 70s. (Well,
even if it isn’t it sounds good
anyway).

ing flowers and orange secticnis to people.
All 16 of the Witch’s assistants, dressed in long flowing
robes and flowers, eventually ended up splashing in the
fountain, before leading the procession to Seventh Strret
at 1:30 p.m. to hear the rock band, ’The South Bay
Flash."
Both the invocation and rock band were an hour late.
The invocation was scheduled for 11 a.m. but was held
at noon while the band was scheduled for 1:30 p.m., but
began playing at 2:30 p.m.
Repeated throughout the afternoon was the Witch Adonis’ chant vithich reads in part:
"Golden Sun of the Mountains,
Illumine the Land, Light up the World,
Illumine the Seas and the Hirers,
Sorrows be Mid, Joy to the World,"
We hope to plan other activities like this," Susan Zellar,
ExC spokesman said. "When the weather is nicer, maybe
they’ll be even more successful."
Other students helping with the spring celebration vvere
Sunny Pollchar, Hal Weiner. and Steven Pon.

Probation Sentencings Scheduled
For November Demonstrators
Probation hearings and sentencings
are scheduled this month and next in
Municipal Court for a number of SJS
students involved in campus demonstrations last November.
These include SDS activist Nick
Kopke and Rogelio Reyes, professor of
English, who were arrested last year.
They are to appear before Municipal
Court Judge William Harris March 31.
Kopke is charged with participating
in a riot, assault, and resisting arrest.
Reyes faces an assault charge.
Both trials, originally set for Feb.
18, have been delayed by continuances
requested by the defendants’ attorney,
John Thorne.
Michael Torrence, 18, is to appear
before a probation hearing April 8 on
a battery charge in the other major
trial stemming from demonstration activities Nov. 26, according to Deputy
District Attorney John Komar.
Other court sentencing actions
scheduled include:
Mordechai Shlomo Arieli, 21, arrested at MacQuarrie Hall. A probation hearing is set for April 1 after

Publicity Meeting
Publicity eltairmen of all recognized
campus organizations are urged to
attend the joint Spartan Daily-Radio
TV News Center organizational meeting scheduled for March 27, at 12:30
p.m. in JC208, the Spartan Daily Room.
Free publicity kits will be available.

Afro-Ballet Performs Tonight
Ballet Afro-Haiti, Danny Duncan’s
primitive dance trourr, will present a
free program of native dances tonight
at 8 in Morris Dailey as part of "Black
Arts Today."
Tomorrow evening at 7:10 in Morris Dailey, Marie Johnson will moderate a "Symrsisium on Black Art."
Mrs. Johnson is an exhibiting artist In
"Black Arts Today" and instructor of
Black Art at California College of
Arts and Crafts.
Panelists include Dr. Samella Lewis,
art historian, painter, teacher; Royce
Vaughn, Director of Project ABLE in

San Francisco; exhibiting artist John
Outterbridge; Paul Mills, director of
the Oakland Museum.
Professional Black artists’ works are
on exhibit in Main Gallery, A129, until
Friday. The gallery will be open by
special arrangement before and after
the symposium. A reception in the
gallery lobby will follow the Morris
Dailey symposium.
Los Angeles arra art from Black
Artist Association includes etchings by
Marion EptIng, acrylic paintings by
Leota N. Trigg, junk sculpture by John
T. Riddle Jr., and watercolors by William Pajaud.

By LINDA GIFFORD and GAYLE PARKER
Daily Political Writers
Students protesting die alleged firing of two philosophy professors received a morale and monetary boost front ASB Student Council last week.
Petitions circulated from a Seventh Street table by "concerned students"
through
decr the "firing of Tony R. D’Abbracci and Tons P. Mueller
underhanded, back -room political methods," said Roger flollhreck, one
of the students involved.
This "firing should not be tolerated," reads the council resolution supporting Hollbreck, as the two men were "fired principally because of
ideological beliefs held, their political
involvement and their concern for the
quality of education."
Dr. Arthur B. Cody, philosophy department chairman, said the two professors were terminated by his department on the basis of an evaluation of
their potential contribution to the department.
Dr. Cody reported a review committee of every tenured professor in
the Philosophy Department met in Nohe pleaded guilty to a battery charge vember to review the two professors.
"It was strictly on the basis of this
against a student.
George William Burns, 26, gradu- review that the professors were fired,"
ate psychology major, arrested at Cen- Dr. Cody explained. ’’The committee
tennial Hall. A probation hearing is felt their potential was not great
scheduled for April 9 on his plea of enough to retain them."
Andy McDonald, graduate repreguilty March 19 to a charge of dissentative who introduced the resoluturbing the peace.
--Sheila Fisher and Jennifer Butler, tion, urged council approval to "recogboth 18, arrested in connection with a nize that D’Abbracci and Mueller have
series of fires in women’s restrooms earned the right to teach on this campus and should be retained."
last December.
Council also voted 9-1-2 to give the
Originally charged with six counts
of malicious mischief, they were ac- petitioning students $50 to place an ad
in the Daily urging students to join
quitted of two of the counts March 13.
Jury trial for the other charges is set the protest and sign the petition at
the Seventh Street table.
for April 14.
- -Walter Edwards, 19. history major,
charged with disturbing the peace. Probation hearing is scheduled for April
14 on his plea of no contest March 17.
Michael Eugene Anderson, 18, sociology major. charged with disturbing the peace. Probation hearing is set
for April 14 on a plea of no contest.
A total of $259 20 - - 850 each from
---Lonell Terrell, 20, psychology maWaffle Towers and New College and
jor, charged with battery. Probation
$159.20 from individual students was
hearing is set for April 14 on a plea
contributed last week to the Spartan
of no contest.
Daily-sponsored "Save the Gater" fund
drive.
The drive, called in response to a
plea for help from Dikran Karaguezian,
editor of the beleaguered SFS paper,
asked 10 cent contributions from SJS
students.
Tho $136.53 collected through last
Credit should always be given where Wednesday went to help pay for the
Gater’s
Thursday edition. The rnmaincredit is due - - and given to the right
der of the money, along with funds
people.
Apparently "misunderstanding and collected at three other Bay Area cola lack of communication" attributed leges, will help offset Gater printing
sponsorship of a petition seeking aca- debts.
A press conference may be called at
demic credit for two Experimental College tExC) classes to the ExC people SFS tomorrow for the four collecting
in yesterday’s Daily ad, according to schools --- SJS, San Francisco City
Roger Chapman. Daily advertising College, Fresno and Sonoma State Colleges - - to announce the grand total
manager.
contributed.
This is wrong.
"We really appreciate what you’ve
Bruce Parks, Ted Weisgal and Larry
Boales are the three students spear- been doing," Karaguezian told the
heading the independent campaign to Daily. "Every little bit helps."
get credit for "Contemporary Soviet
Civilization" and "New American Revolution" offered by Est’.
A resolution favoring accreditation
and $75 for advertising was supplied
Anyone in tei ested in forming 8,
by ASB Council March 12.
bridge Cita), sponsored by College
"As a body, we are only being con- Union, to rnntinue in the new Union
cerned, interested and as helpful as next fall, may attend an organizapossible," said ExC Director Doreen tional meeting hiclay at. 2:30 p.m. in
Bauman, "Flut neither the ad nor the Cafeteria A. or call College Union Propetition le sponsored by the ExC."
gram Board, ext. 2763.

Bay Area art of Art West Associated
North exhibitors includes sculpture by
Ibibio Fundi (Jo Austint, oil paintings
by Arthur Carraway, constructions and
paintings by Marie Johnson. lithos by
Marva Cremer, sculpture "Black
Unity" by Elizabeth Catlett, and monoprints by guest artist David Hammons,
head of the sculpture department of
Mexico City’s National University of
Mexico.
"Blaek Arts Today" concludes Thursday with an 8 p.m. Morris Dailey program featuring Seshesh Players, a
mixed media group, and Smoke Uri
Quintet.

Daily Drive Collects
$259.20 for Gater

Sponsors Misnamed
In Misleading Ad

Bridge Anyone?
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SDS Statement
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Bill Hurschntann

Editor

Roger Chapman

San Jose State SDS condemns the attacks of the San Francisco State adminis.
tration and the California Attorney -General’s office on the S.F. State newspapers
Black Fire, Open Process and The Gater.
SDS declares its commitment to a free

Advertising Mgr.

press, democratically controlled by the
of people. We will fight against
dominance of the mass media by the minority who control the main political anti

Editorial

masses

No ROTC Credit
Student Council, a fighter for liberal pauses all semester. dropped another
bombshell on SJS last Thursdayand
the Daily is glad to see it.
In voting 9-0.0 to end academie credit for RI )TC. council struck one more
blow in the battle to diminish military influence on the li% e- of \ mericans. students in partieular.
During this year council raised more
than a few eyebrows u hen it froze
and subsequently unfroze the athletic
and the band budgets, when it sued
Pres. Clark. and %hen it undertook an
iniestigation of the athletic department ( results of which should be released soon).
But the ROTC vote, especially noting its landslide passage. has to be considered one of the largest notches in
the Student Council record.
Radical anti-uar advocates may be
somewhat disappointed that council
did not make a blanket condemnation
of ROrfC and urge it be banned totally
from eampus.
Ju-t a- self-styled patriots may warn
that lir-- of eredit
tend to weaken
the .S. Army. which takes 90 per
vent of its officers from ROTC.
The Daily, however. supports the
council derision. If and when credit
is removed from ROTC, no "open

Staff Comment

Softball for
Offended DJ
By ANGELO BRACKETINI
Severini

113ob Brackett and Dave

All tipen Letter to
SJS Students and Alumni

Scott St. James (alias Gus-the-Goose r,
numster chaser, defiler of housewi%Ph’
ears. and sometimes disc jockey, has taken
offense mer remarks made hy Spartan
Dail staff members regarding his dash
to ’Mexico 10 % ieW the remains of a dead
whale.
Csing his KLIV radio show as a forum.
the "old engineer" has launched a re-

taliator, campaign against the SID/Irian
illla pli/Or ilefen.elc- ...tail members.
lie ha. :1011e MI far it, to sit. -San .10se
State ha. a beautiful campus, it’s a shame

the don’t liae a newspaper." -- XX 11%
c%ei-otie ktiov.., the Barb sells vseekl
campus!
At first. staff members tried to ignore
his remarks. writing them off as "sour
whale." but his insistence that we meet
his slowpitch softball team in a contest to
settle our differences is something we
simply can’t ignore.
What we are asking is that SJS students and Annuli refuse to defect and
play for the KL1V team. Rumor has it
that the station’s basketball team is made
up of former S.IS greats and other "re

et-oiled- talent.
We are stirs, dull 1%1 can bring honor
to the S.IS campus and freedom back to
the press hy derailing the St. James Express. (Fat disc jockeys would certainly
he no match for lean, news-hungry
reporters.)
’CI- would hope that the student body
and ((blood would make it difficult for
the Drs to import any "ringers" for this
monumental contest.
if we are given this kind of cooperation. "The Goose" had better "dial-aprayer" becanse he and his team are about
I.ty
egg!

campus" clause will have been affected. Cutting off credit merely has the
effect of saying. "You can still prepare
for Isar here. but no longer as a class."
Of (-purse, Student Council power
is only as great as Academic Council
allous it to be, so it may he a while
before council’s decision becomes
school policy.
A whil(, perhaps. But a step. yes.
And the dream of a world without war
looms just that much closer to reality.
---K.J.

economic institutions in our society.
We must attack open repression,

like
that at S.F. State, and covert repression
by institutionalized irrelevance and ba-

nality,

like that of the Spartan Daily. We
must struggle against degradation of the
public consciousness such as that perpe.

trate(’ hourly on television.
SUS recognizes the need for mass media
which will enthusiastically join the great
battles of our time against imperialism,
against racism, against all forms of exploitation and oppression. The masses of
people who art. ntoving against these evils
need a press which will report their efforts, convey needed information and
analyses, reach mit to others not yet involved, and help to unify and strengthen
the movement.

"I was just following orders ...1"

The myth of a "neutral" press serves
to perpetuate the status quo. A paper
which reports in detail a President’s

Editor’s Notes

Christmas party and ignores a strike, is

Reflections on: IFC, Recall, SFS
lill.L

IISCHMANN

What is the real reason behind the
resignation of Larry McCloud, chief
justice of the Inter-Fraternity Council
(IFC)?
The IFC currently is trying to tneet
in order to hear charges of alleged misconduct by members of the Theta Chi
fraternity in connection with a "panty
raid" carried too far against Alpha Phi
and Sigma Kappa sororities. McCloud’s
abrupt resignation caused a third postponement Thursday.
IleClotul is irate because Don Hogan. assistant to the dean of students,
failed to notify him or any of the IFC
members of the original meeting, according to a reliable source.
Iso. according to the reliable
source. Hogan has been pressured into
"cooling" the fraternity incident by
an "influential alumnus." Interesting.
Nick Kopke. one of the better recognized of the radical elements on this
campus. had an interesting point to
make concerning the fraternity raid.
Kopke said he saw a parallel of this
incident and others which have receii ed much greater attention in the
Spartan Daily. For example, if a group
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of SDS members rampaged throug,11
classrooms, how would the Daily cover
the story.
But on the other hand. when a group
of fraternity chums go wild in a couple
of sororities, it is played down. Which
incident is really more significant? Or
which is really more dangerous? It may
be a toss-up.
The current feud itetween resigned
treasurer Jeff Mullins and ASB Pres.
Dick Miner probably will get hotter
before it gets any cooler.
Most of their quarrel stems from
an educational reform program supposed to be initiated by Miner and
Mullins back in September. Mullins
quit his treasurer’s post to become
commissioner of educational reform.
Mullins claims he worked a long
sununer on constructive programs but
only came to realize that Miner didn’t
plan to allocate tlu necessary funds to
the program.
Miner, on the other hand, says
"There was money available for the
program. but no budget was ever given to me. the treasurer or council."
W.f. wonder who actually is right
in this case? I try to believe it’s a little
of both. It looks as if a major personality conflict just made the program un.
workable.

if the paper had been unbalanced in
his favor."
Speaking of Ilayakawa, the acting
president will be a guest at the Sigtna
Delta Chi regional zneeting Thursday
at Fisherman’s Wharf in San Francisco.
Since the San Francisco State Chapter of SDX is being initiated, and some
students may be members of the Daily
Gater staff, it could turn into an interesting get-together.
Factual rel elation of the week: Senator Daniel Inouye (D-Ilawaii) and
ltis Armed Services Subcommittee stated that there were 53,357 cases of
desertion frotn the armed forces in a
single year. This. apparently, is an increase of more than 10,000 cases annually.

z3

drink and smoke, and women to bingo.
besides

causing

fatigue,

restlessness, brooding, bitterness and tension, it can even make you physically ill.

Another word on the recall movement against Miner. The group claim..
NI, as of noon Friday. to lune about
900 signatures. This means they have
only 1.6011 to go. The group, witlt Mullins as one of its prime organizers,
planned to (I() a lot of work this weekend (i.e.. moving away from their
Seventh Street table and recruiting signatures from other campus areas),
and then have some -big" activities
planned for today.
The Phoenix. the Department of
Journalism -run newspaper at San
Francisco State. !ended editorial support to the Daily Gater. suspended by
Acting President Ilayakawa. The Phoenix editorial said "His (Ilayakawa’s)
action Niolated principles of fairness
and should be rondentned by all who
are truly dedicated to a free academic
atmosphere."
llayakawa claimed that the Gater
only represented a minority of the
students. In reply to this. the Phoenix
)(aid "We wonder if he would lime
suspended the ’unrepresentatiie. Cater

Guest Articles
The Daily will consider and is seeking Guest
Editorials and Guest Ftooms from SJS students and faculty members on mattera affecting the caznpus and its students.
Arrangements for writing such materials
may be made with Mary Marks, Daily Associate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m. in the
Daily Office, JC208. Final decision on use
of guest articles are reserved to the Editor.
Guest copy should be typed double spaced
on a 40-space tine.

FERDINAND FIOFORI.

Monotony is the mind’s worst enemy.
Psychologists say it can drive men to
say

ignores the price of rice in S.E. Asia
serving
and what determines it is not
the needs of the majority of people.
On this campus, at S.F. State, and
throughout society we will initiate and
support struggles for a press responsive
to the needs of the people, enlivened by
debate, open to diversity, and dedicated
to supporting peoples fights against racism, imperialism, and oppression.

FACT FINDER

’111111111110""’
Doctors

not neutral. A news program’ which analyzes the prices of stocks in London
and what causes them to fluctuate, and

Boredom can be so painful that it
drove one foreign student last semester
int() an ecstasy of complaints. When he
could not stomach it any longer, he accused all SJS students of being unfriendly.
Although th( foreign student was then
greeted with a barrage of angry letters
from sotne taxpayers. who accused hint of
"ingratitude," what his accusers failed to
see was the very terrifying nature of the
students’ sickness.
Trapped in his little monotonous world
of dnily classes, hearing voices a the same
professors, always seeing the same four
Wall6 of his room, the student became not
only mentally but also physically sick. And

he cried out loud.
Psychiatrists blame hor(dom for many
things
family quarrels, petty crime,
hooliganism, road accidents and illness.
If there is one place you are more likely to find boredom more than any other,
it is among own who are prisoners. During
the second VVorld War, thousands of
P.O.’X’.s suffered from it. Many said it
was the uorst part of their captivity.
Some broke the monotony by studying.
They turned stalag stagnation to good
account. And eight out of If, men who

studied in prison camps passed their
exams.
Othent %Ito did not have the taste for

"book-learning" thought up such timepassing gimmicks as unravelling their
pullovers and socks and knitting them up
again; and building radio sets out of biscuit tins.
To keep boredom at bay, some prisoners have been known to take up the
monotony-heating gimmick of throwing up
pieces of bread in their blacked-out cell,
then feeling aro ..... I until they find it.
The Birdman of Alcatraz, Robert Stroud,
jailed in England at the age of 19 for
murder, spent 53 years in prison.
He found a sound answer to boredom
by whiling away the tinie by rearing
birds, and eventually became a worldrenowned ornithologist and author.
Lorry drivers at night beat boredoin by
flashing-headlight codes. Using it they can
have a little "chat" with one another on
the road.
One U.S. Air Force pilot shot down
over Laos in June, 1964, was shut in solitary confinement by his captors.
Having nothing to read or study to pans
the time, the pilot invented a strange

Willie

to break the monotony.
First be pa(ed off tlw room to measure
its length. Then he worked out that by
walking across it 4.1.0 times lie would walk
one mile.
He saved his sanity by dragging his in.
jured leg behind hitn, pacing hour after
hour, mile after mile back and forth across
his cell. his lips moving silently totting up
the mileage.
The cure of boredom may be simple.
Do something: make something, kmp holy

and yott probably will keep kappy and
healthy.
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Guadalupe College: An Answer to the Space Race
EDIToirs NOTE: Thi. IA the
articles (Own...Mg
first of
the proposed undergraduate
satellite college plan for !ifs.
Totho’s article deal% with the
concept of this nen education
plan and tomorron’. article
tiplain
the farilities of
II pe And t he proposed
curriculum.
By JERRY PEDROTT1
Daily Staff Writer
One of the focal points in today’s world is the space race.
Exploratory space flights directed toward an ultimate landing
on the moon stagger even the
imagination of man.
Back on earth there is a race
for space of another variety.
Metropolitan areas such its San
Jose create complex housing
problems, among many others,
as the population continues to
mull iply.
SJS has fallen victim to the
overcowcdedness
pressures
of
and increasing admission applications.
However, relief may he only
one purchase away if a proposed
new education progrant is given
the green light.
The.new program involves the
creation of an undergraduate
satellite college which would pro-

vide a unique and varied curriculum for SJS students.
Presently the whole concept
depends on the possibility of
purchasing the Guadalupe College campus complex which "hovers" in the hilLs above Los Gatos.
SJS Pres. Robert D. Clark
has been interested in the idea
of a satellite college for many
years, having been influenced by
a successful University of Michi-

n Robert Muir

Striking Teachers Receive
Complete, Partial Paychecks
The last salary case of instructors involved in the recent American Federation of Teachers
(Art) strike has been resolved,

The hulk of the January pay I
cases were sent to the state controller last week, according to
Milioto.

Take a Taco Break
Get your

Chamber of Commerce and most
of the local residents, he added
The importance of hming a
satellite campus at SJS becomes
more apparent when "We, mean-

ing both SJS and the siirrounding community, recognize that
e arc an urban campus facing
present and future demands for
increastx1 enrollment," he emphasized.
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to the state controller and the
reviewing
Council’s

Academic

committee

dismissed,"

Milioto

said.
The commit te e, appointed
shottly after the strike ended,
has reviewed 73 cases. The committee decided three instructors
met all obligations for full pay.
Forty-five teachers were docked
"some pay." Twenty-five were
docked in pay because they
missed five consecutive days of
school and were "separated," but
immediately rehired by the college, acocrding to the settlement
agreement.
"Checks are coming in on a
daily basis now: full and balance
pay for January and balance pay
for February," said Milioto.
Full and partial February paychecks Were
made
out
for
strikers last week in response to
the AFT’s threatened sanctions
against the college if its members were not paid. AFT claimed
some. of its members had been
working for three weeks after
the strike ended without pay.

Start your career with the leader of
America’s third largest industry

Whenever you’re off and flying in the Western United
States, Western Airlines offers you a way to save
money. Lots of it.
If you haven’t reached your 22nd birthday and
hold an Airline Youth Identification Card (available
from us or any other airline), you’re set for flying
on a standby basis. It’s a rare flight where you’ll
be left standing by, but you save up to 50%.
That’s one-half off the regular Coach fare.
In other words, you can fly round trip for the
price. of one way.
So when yo.i hea-1 for home, or wherever the
ANCHORAtiL action is, go with Westernthe money-saver!

PACKAGING
The ever-constant demand for new packaging ideas, new dispensing and opening
devices, and more efficient packaging

sys

tems makes

CONTINENTAL CAN COMPANY
The best place in the world to start your career. This is a "now" con.
rept, total in its diversification, covering the fields of plastic. paper and
metal. The facilities for research and development in this fascinating
field are unparalleled. and an outstanding management deve4opment
program has been designed to help you realize your full potential.
You will be part of a billion dollar organization with more than 180
plants. 100 sales offices and 48,000 employees. where your growth and
ability will be planned and encouragedwhere there are no "iost" men.
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and can meet these requirements:
TECHNICALBachelor or Masters Degree in Mechanical
Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Chemical Engineering,
Industrial Engineering, Printing Engineering, or Industrial
Technology. Strong in leadership and technical ability. U.S.
citzen.
NON-TECHNICALBachelor or Masters Degree in Business Administration or Librral Arts. Strong in leadership
anil:ty. U. S. citizen.

FEATURING

and Optional Archeological Dig

COLL-eGiATESIC0611725
Days Israel, Italy, Switzerland, France
Days Israel, Greece, Greek Isie Cruise. RIOT
Days Israel, Itery, Switzeriand, France, England
Days Israel and England
Days Israel Holiday
Days Israel, Italy, England
Days Grand European Orbit (12 COuntriee)
Days Romantic European Swing (5 CountrIee)
Days Classical Quest Italy and Greece
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GRADUATES!

If you are interested in:

KIBBUTZ HOLIDAYS IN ISRAEL
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749
1250
592
639
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CAMPUS INTERVIEWS ON
APRIL 7, 1969
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Find out NOW what CONTINENTAL CAN COMPANY
has to offer you!
Foitict your Placement Office for more information
an,: to make an appointment for an interview on campus.
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11 West 42nd St
New Yore, N.Y.
Without cost or obligation. pleaie rush fr.*
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If an interview is inconvenient at this tinie, please write us.
Mr. Murrell F. Williams
Supervisor of
Management Development
CONTINENTAL CAN COMPANY
700 Russ Bldg., San Francisco,
California 94104
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In a satellite college system,
it is the duty of the central campus to provide these services to
its outlying campuses who provide the instructional aspect of
their college program. he stated.
Alxiut the same time as the
governor’s task force report.
Guadalupe College was placed on
the market. Built as a convent.
its usefulness became limited
when Vatican policy toward the
training of nuns began to discourage the isolated vvay of life
for novitiates.

SFS, it is projected that the cost
per full tittle student en that
campus would be considerably
less than if the state were to
build accomodations for an equal
number of students somewhere
else. he explained.
In an effort to gout the needed
support for kl satellite collego.
SJS presented a film on Guadalupe and a proposal to the State
College Board of Trustees tie\ eral months ago. A group of
trustees recently visited Guadalupe College to see first hand
what the program involves%
If t he 111e:tette I ppeOve the
SJS proposal, the next step would
Lie to request the rkipartment
of Finance for funds to purchase
Guadalupe College.
The program has the approval
and recommendation of the President’s Advisory Board as well
as the Lots Gatos Town Council.

uel Milioto.
"The la.st case has been sent

Glum

Mail this coupon today: 7OR SEE YOUR
EAVORIT- TRAVEL ^GENT

aceuntratations and administration," he explained.

according to payroll officer Sam-

IRge

ALL TRANSPORTATION
MEALS
ACCOMMODATIONS
SIGHTSEEING
TRANSFERS & MORE

"Within a regular college such
as SJS there are certain constant functiorei and facilities such
as a central library, laboratories,

VINEYARDS like the one above add a quaint rural atmosphere
to the campus surroundings at Guadalupe College. The College,
located in the hills above Los Gatos, is presently being considered as a possible undergraduate satellite college for SJS which
would help ease increasing demands on enrollment. The State
College Board of Trustees will discuss the satillite college plan
at their monthly meeting this week in San Luis Obispo.

By MARI’ MORALES
Daily Prance’ Writer

51
52
54
34
22
22
45
22
22

According to Pres. Clark, a
task force directed by Gov. Ronald Reagan conducted a study
on the feasibility of building satellite colleges about two years
ago. Results gathered from this
study favored the adoption of
such a concept.
The satellite college concept, as

explained by Keith C. elliekey,
assistant to the president in the
development office at SJS, craters on a large Core etiMpits. One
or more smaller related campuses
then "revolve" around the core
campus within a reasonable distance, he added,

According to Cluckey, a donor
becatne interested in buying
Guadalupe as a gift to SJS when
the college first Carrie on the
market. An academic plan and
facilities survey was prepared
by SJS for presentation to various concerned individuaLs.
"Even when the donor Witt;
Utlabie to go through with
his plans, we still felt Guadalupe
WEIS an ideal place for the type
of program we wanted," he said.
If Guadalupe is purchased by

Senate Bills
Could Change
Tenure Rules
Four bills which would drastically change or even eliminate
tenure for state college professors were recently introducer! to
the state senate by Sen. Clark
Bradley (R-San Jose).
While these bills are awaiting
committee discussion, Sen. Walter Stiern 1D-Bakersfield) called
for investigation of tenure rules
protecting faculty.
He told of complaints that college instructors were creating
"agitation without responsibility
and with immunity," and also
that tenure "erodes the power
of administrators" and "protects
mediocre teachers."
The
senate
subsequently
passed, by a vote of 31-0. a resolution directing the Coordinating
Council of Higher Education to
study tenure rules at the University of California, the state
colleges and the junior colleges
and make a report by May 8.
One of Sen. Bradley’s bills,
SB431, would eliminate tenure
for state college and junior college instructors, requiring that
they be employed on a year-10year
basis.
Another,
SB380,
would meiely increase the tenure
requirements from four years to
five in the same college, and
would not affect those who attained tenure under existing law.
Striking, as defined by S11382
("a cessation of work or a failure
or refusal to perform assigned
duties, by concerted action of
academic employees who are
members of an employee organization eonducting the strike"),
would become grounds for depriving such teachers of their
tenure, or of any years credited
toward tenure.

gan program which built a new
undergraduate college near its
main campus.

k
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Diamondmen Drop Pair
The Spartan baseball team left
its best shots in the batting cage
Saturday and was silenced twice
by visiting W’ashington.
Gary Hudson stopped the Spartans in the first game as he fired
a no-hitter in a 6-0 Iluskie victory. Hudson struck out three
and walked three.
’’We were taking too much,"
moaned Spartan co-coach Fid
Sohczak. "I told the kids halfway through the game to start
swinging. Then we made good
contact but seemed to hit it light
at somebody"
were
infielders
Washington
bouncing bad pegs to first base
but still nailing Spartans who
had hit smashes to short and
third.
"At batting practice the kids
looked free and easy and were
really hitting the ball." Sobezak
noted. "But in the game it looked
like they just weren’t ready up
there. I think it’s just a ease of
trying too hard. 1969 Europe CHARTERS
California -London RT
Summer departures
Saturn Douglas DC -8 Jets

$294
Cal State students, faculty,
staff, and family ONLY.
Nees Necessary
forty ee
CONTACT:
Jerry Rose Charter Dept.
2123 Addison St. Berkeley
(4IS) 848.8597

If you want to
demonstrate ...

Terry Hughes started for the
Spat tans and gave way to Di nnis
Grist. who served Washington’s
Phil Lund a three-run home run
pitch.
San Jose started the second
game swinging, but the breaks
went to the visitors. Again several hut smashes by Spartan batters ended as outs.
On the other hand, Washington hits seemed to have eyes as
they went between hustling Spartan infielders.
Jay Fike, the Spartan’s starting hurler in the second fray, hail
foul strong innings before the
roof caved in on him. Again it
was Lund who produced the big
hit a ringing double tu drive in
a pair of runs. After the fourth,
it svas all catch-up for the Spartans who finally bowed 7-3 in
the nightcap.
Sobezak credited Washington
for being "up" for the contest. It
was the first time W’ashington,
which has been plagued by bad
weather in the northwest. has
been able to play a game this
season.
Ile also believed the Spartans
received more than their share of
haul breaks.
"It was miraculou.s how things
could happen like they did in the
games," the Spartan mentor noted about the Washington hits.
"Anything can happen in baseball
anti it did against us."
Despite the twin losses, Sobczak is far from discouraged. "I

Why not Cutco?
Many students are
getting paid for
their spare time...
making $50 or
more a week.
You operate on a
flexible schedule
that will not conflict
with your study
time. If you have
use of a car, we can
offer on-the-job

training ...you can
actually earn while
you learn. For complete details, write
or call:

Cuter) is a divisiOn
of Wear-Ever
Aluminum, Inc.
An equal opportunity company.

WEAR EVER ’E;V_CO.;:

Marks Tosses
Shot to 60-5

know we have a good team. I
think it is all a matter of getting
the kids elaxed and ready. I have
to get them to relax and enjoy
the game."
The Spartans viill have to be
ready Friday when they meet
the nation’s top-ranked college
baseball tram, Santa Clara. SJS
plays the Broncos Friday in the
opening West Coast Athletic Conference game for both clubs.

113 DON HANSEN
Dallv Sports Writer
Sensational SJS shot put standout Richard Marks startled onlookers Saturday afternoon as he
unexpectedly lofted himself into
the 60-foot category with a toss
of 60-5 during a lopsided 110-34
Spartan track victoty over the
University of Washington.
The SJS trackmen turned in
their most outstanding performances of the outdoor track season, highlighted by a phenomenal
:39.6 clocking for the vaunted
440 relay team, shoviing they are
quickly rounding into shape as a
team in their bid for this year’s
NCAA outdoor title.
Although SJS won all but two
events in the varsity competition,
Minks ironically had to settle for
a second behind Washington’s
John Hubbell, who used better
form in a winning effort of
60-6"2.
Marks had an unbelievable
standing throw of 60-61., during
his warmup and seemed to enjoy
the competition offered by Hubbell as he had five heaves over
his previous best of 57-63t
achieved last Saturday.

SJS Netters
Top Huskies
Although the final score does
not indicate it

the SJS

tennis

team was forced to struggle Saturday afternoon before taking an
8-1 non-league match from visiting Washington on the Spartan
courts.
Greg Shepherd and Dick
Knight had a ttemendous battle
in the No. 1 singles before the
Spartans’ Shepherd could score
a two-set victory. Shepherd took
the first set 6-1, but WLIS extended 14-12 in the deciding conflict.
Knight entered the match
ranked 16 in the nation but fell
to Shepherd’s strong serves. The
win moved Shepherd to a 5-1
slate on the season. the same record the Spartans carry.
John Zweig, Mark Elliott, Ken
Lowell, Roy Otlando and Chuck
White all followed with victories
in the singles action. F3licat and
Orlando had the easiest timty; as
1 hey each scored 6-3, 6-1 triumphs.
Washington clune back to score
an impressive win in the No. 1
doubles as Knight and Chip Zimmer stopped Shepherd and Zweig
3-9, 9-7, 6-4. The temaining SJS
doubles teams managed to find
victory.
The Spartans return to action
tomorrow when they travel to
San Francisco State for a match.

3

SPARTAN VAULTER .

. Sam Caruthers

FIRST SJS 60-PLUS

Intramurals
In tonight’s siani-final round of
the

lower

tit

illtleperldiAll

basketball playoffs, ATO No. 3
plays IN at 7 o’clock in PERI
and Oriocci meets Crazy Eights
at 7 in PER2.
In upper division play, Basketball Inc. opposes Eighth St.
Athletic Club at 6:30 in the
Mens’ Gym, followed by Prices
Preachers vs, the 676 Club at
7::30.
In fraternity league action tomorrow night, TC plays SEP
at 6:30 in the Men.s’ Gym, and
SN faces ATO at 7:30 in Mens’
Gym.
Entries for the six-man volleyball tournament for open and
novice divisions are due at noon
Friday in the intrtunural office.

Information sheets for a water
polo tournament are available
in the office.

Track Records
Olympic
Es arts,
1968
Lee
champion and world record holder in the 400 meters from SJS,
also currently holds the junior
college records in the 400 meters
and 440 yards.
Evans raced to record times
of 45.2 in the 400 meters and
45.8 in the 440 yards while attending San Jose City College
in 1966.
Kirk Clayton, now a sprint star
for SJS anti formerly of Gramtiling College, holds the Americon
freshman record of 9.3 for the
100-yiird dash.

The booming 60-5 toss by
Marks was the first in SJS track
history and makes him a definite
threat for the NCAA meet.
"I’m going to throw 65 feet by
the end uf the season," Marks
pit:dieted confidently. "I’ve only
been working out about a month,
so I really don’t know how to
throw the shot," Ile addetl, obviously referring to his lack of
foim, anti added, "I was just
using power today."
The 440 quartet of Sam Davis,
Kirk Clayton, Ronnie Ray Smith,
and John Carlos raced to the best
440 relay time in the nation despite some rough baton passes
and lack of competition.
Carlos also breezed to wins of
9.3 in the 100 and 20.7 in the 220
but neither time was allowed because of the wind speed.
Clayton pulled up lame in the
100 and Coach Bud Winter de-Still*d the Minty as a pulled
muscle. The injury, if serious,
could be a big blow to the 440
relay team.

Goon

The

is pleased to announce the sale of a Special College
Sampler Pac of Toiletries at a fraction of its retail value!
The manufacturers and the
(store)
in cooperation with the Guest Pac Corporation,
Mount Vernon, New York offer this SpeCial PaC
tO familiarize you with these fine products.
There is a Male and a Female Pac, each wOrth
apprOxiMately WOO. The principal iteMS in
each Pac...
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SPECIAL STUDENT PRICE

Scripto Word Picker
Jergens Soap
Clairol KindneSS

Last year we Interviewed thirty college graduates to find
one who qualified for our Executive Development Program.
Whether you’re in liberal arts or accounting, In retailing,
engineering or business administration - no matter what
your field of study - you may be one of those Sears is
looking for. sears is a great many people, with a great
variety of backgrounds. doing a great variety of jobs, in
the dynamic merchandising field.

Other Special Toiletry items and
additional Money Saving oilers are
in each Pac.

Hurry! Supply limited to about one for every five students!
s

.

JET TO EUROPE
U.S. National
Student Assn.
Students - Faculty - Staff
ROUND:1’RIP from OAK. or I. A. $29511
ONE.101Y from OAK. or I .4.

$148
$210
S110

ROUND.TRIP FROM N. Y.

s.

Y.

At San Jose State
294-6414 ext. 2629
College Union
CHARTERS WITHIN EUROPE
TO AUSTRALIA. NEW ZEALAND.
TOURS. I.D. CARDS
014 Mt %MFRS OF:
INTFRNATIONAL
AI URN CLUB
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117S3
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You are not limited to remaining in the line of work you
have prepared for in school -unless:of course, you
want to - because
the emphasis in Sears is placed on developing many
talents - talents you perhaps never suspected you had.
MERCHANDISING

CREDIT MANAGEMENT

CONTROLLERS

Interviews

SPARTAN DAILY ADS
SELL FOR YOU
IOW

NEW HOURS
10:30-12:30 Tue.-Th.
9:30-12:30 MWF
1:30-3:30 DAILY

MAR. 27

6:

Present West Coast Athletic
Conference Commissioner Walt
McPherson was head basketball
coach at SJS from 1948 to 1960.

SOLD
are you the
one in thirty
who will qualify
for our executive
development program?

Adorn Hair Spray
Woolite
Halo or Enden Shampoo
Pamprin
Excedrin

cpaptait geobtere
.,i941 0n campi"

Coach -Commissioner
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s
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Itaipli
tiiumplaxl in the
2-mile at 9:06.9.
Marion Anderson continued to
show improvement in the broad
jump while upping his best with
a leap of 24-11’2.
Versatile Sam Caruthers again
tied his lifetime mark in the 120
hurdles to iv in in 14.3. Ile also
had a second in the pole vault
at 15.n.
WIND A FACTOR
A gust of pesky wind blew the
ctossbar off just as Chris Papanicolaou appeared to be clearing
17-0 and he had to settle for
winning mark of 16-6.
Spartan basketball star Darnell
Hillman matte an admirable 1969
debut in the high jump as he %yr 01
the event at 6-9% over
mate Dun Lindsay on ft ss
misses.
Lee Bruce of SJS showed his
growing strength in the high
jump as he posted his season’s
best of 6-8’,2.
Larry Walls ran a strong race
all the way and hit the tape in a
good winning time of 52.8 in the
440 bindles.
Javelin thrower John Holladay
kept up his consistency of good
performances on the season with
a fling of 225-3 while John Powell
twirled the discus 178-6. Fred
Hayden, showing signs of getting
back in condition after a late
start this season. was second at
166-11.
MERRITT COLLEGE WINS
Merritt College, a 11114.111.thi
well balanced team, came uut
with an 86-49 victory over the
SJS junior varsity in separate
compet t ion.
The outstanding petformance
was turned in by Warren Edmonson of Merritt, who clocked a
9.4 in the 100.
Victors for SJS were Jim McGinity, Francois Guedenet, Dave
Evans and Kent and Gary Rezowa II i.
The Spartans will entertain
arch-rival Stanford this Saturday afternoon in a dual meet
starting at 1:15,

EFFORT IRV EVANS

Lee Evans put a good 880 effort under his belt in preptration for tough upcoming 440 competition as he was edged at the
tape by teammate Neville Myton, who won in 1:52.6. Evans
finished in 1:52.8 and Jack Malloy was right behind him at
1:53.9.
Several SJS athletes set or tied
lifetime bests while others
showed signifieant improvement
over recent perfotinances.
Jim Adkins ran a 59.6 last
(matter in 11 come-from -behind
win in the mile for a lifetime
best of 4:09.5, smilingly flashing
the
the "V-for-vietory sign"
tape,
Showing remarkable improvement as the season progresses

LC1,
cpaPtatt geok4tere

Gillette Techmatic Razor
and Razor Band
Foamy Shaving Cream
Manpower Aerosol Deodorant
Excedrin
Old Spice After Shave Lotion
Scripto Word Picker Highlighter ‘
Macleans Toothpaste
;
Dial Soap
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Please make nar.essarbr arrangements
through the Pier ement Office.
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’New Wave
Draws Big
Hy JAY CARTER
Fine Arts Editor
Bantu Players and "New Wave
of Black Thought" were generally enthusiastically received in
two-thitds full Morris Dailey Auditorium last Thursday night.
The program, the ninth and
last of the week, in the Black
Arts Today series presented by
the Black students of San Jose
State, featured a verse reading
by four Black poets and repertory skits by a new group called
the Bantu Players
The audience was very attentive to the reading poets, although a constant flow of Its
members entered and exited
throughout the two hour reading
period.
Don Lee, the anticipated star

of the program, receivccl strong
competition from the other
poets, Charles K. Moreland,
Marvin X and Sarah Fabio.
Moreland, the only SJS student. opened the progtam with
a short poem:
"Original man is my name,’Surviral is my game/Black is my
hand."
From that moment on the
audience was at the beck of the
poets. "Panther Name Poetry"
and a poem in which "The Drums
Talk Rythm to the Rain" drew
the most appreciative responses
for Moreland.
Sarah Fabio mystified some
White members of the audience
and drew knowing laughter from
others who know current "jive"
with her clever "Nu Night After
l’Ilalcom Xmas."

Play Features Fantasy
"The Invisible People" are part
of a child’s fanta.sy world, as
well as the title of this spring’s
Childrens’ Theatre production.
Director Phil Flad, of the SJS
Drama Department, recently selected the cast for the children’s

Black Arts
Continue
With Ballet

musical which began rehearsals
Friday. It will open on May 2.
Film composer, William D.
Lavender. wrote "Invisible People," which is the story of a girl
who invents invisible playmates.
No one else but she can see
them. One day the little girl undergoes a change, a step toward
maturity. She can no longer see
her invisible friends.
Barbara Meyer plays the girl
and Getald Keene is cast as the
general of the invisible village.
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Award Winning
Jazz Ensembles
To Give Concert
The award -winning SJS Jazz
F:nsembles ssill present a free
concert Wednesday and Thursday’
in the Concert Hall at 8:15 p.m.
The concert is sponsored by the
music department and ASB.
The program will feature
original works by Don Ellis
and works recorded by the
Buddy Rich band. Carol Haws,
associate profes.sor of dance, has
helped to stage an original composition by Director Dwight Cannon, assistant professor of music, which will feature vocalist
Sharyl Parker and alto saxophonist Tim Rosekrans.
Other performers; in the Ensembles are Bob Peterson, trumpet; Bob Boehm, bass; Rich
Prioste, tenor saxophone; San
Osaki and Chuck Dovvd, drums;
Mike McFrederick, piano; Richard Cash, trumpet; and Bill Erlendson, trombone.
At a jazz festival in Reno the
weekend of March 14 and 15,
the jazz group won first prize
vdthout knowing they were competing, according to Cannon.

’Life as Creativeness’ Program
Incorporates Dance, Philosophy
En.1.111l!
l% In be the
underlying theme of the "Life
as Creativeness" program scheduled for tonight at 7:30 in JC
141. The public is invited to attend without charge.
Presented by the humanities
and philosophy classes of Dr.
Heyilar Ileghaby with the cooperation of the modern dance
department, the performance will
include poetry, music, dance and
art.

KSJS Log

Miieiliptits id the dance. v,hicii
has been incorporated throughout
the program, have been choreographed to convey philosophical
messages. "I thought art and
philosophy made a beautiful togetherness," said Dr. Reghaby.
Intended to produce a "bit of
dialogue with the campus coinmunity," the program will feature students performing their
own works, along with a discussion of "Life as Creativeness" by
Dr. Reghaby.
Participating will be Scott

6:00 Newsline
6:06 Spectrum
6:11 The Dan Gracia Show (top
40, recent hits, and oldies)
7:30 Music
8:00 Campus Radio Voice
8:15 The Gramaphone Shop
(Steven Waldee)
9:00 The Music Factory (Bob
and Ray, underground rock’
MOO Sign Off

"As I see it," says Mel Locklear, "my
job is to help IBM customers get the most
out of their data processing equipment."
Mel earned a B.S. in Mathematics in
January, 1965. As a data processing
Systems Engineer, he helps hospitals
use IBM computers to cut costs and
improve patient care.
Mel says, "We work with computer
customers, which to me is the mainstream
of IBM’s business.
"Before the sale, we study the customer’s
operation. Then we help him define his
problems and offer guidance in designing
a system that will solve them. We also work
with the Marketing Representative when

G.*

Dmor.

r19.

Playterinvents the first-day tampon"
(We took the inside out
to show you how different it is.)
Outside: it’s softer and silky (not cardboardy).
Inside: it’s so extra absorbent...it even protects on
your first day. Your worst day!
In every lab test against the old cardboarily kind...
the Playtex tampon was always more absorbent.
Actually 45’;’, more absorbent on the average
than the leading regular tampon.
Because it’s different. Actually adjusts to you.
It flowers out. Fluffs out. Designed to protect every
inside inch of you. So the chance of a mishap
is almost zero!
qui
Try it fast
Why live in the past?

playtex

SPAGHETTI
All You Can Est
$1
Man. dau Thur..
72 E Santa

liaa

he draws up the formal proposal.
"After the sale," Mel says, "we train
customer personnel and give advice about
programming. We’re right in the thick of
things all the time."
Thorough training
’’You need a broad variety of skills for
this job," says Mel, ’’but you develop them
pretty fast in IBM’s training program."
As Mel suggests, IBM Systems Engineers
are thoroughly trained in equipment,
programming systems, and computer
applications. As an IBM Systems Engineer
you’d be equipped to work with our
customers in such diverse fields as

g

S "IsA1 1.1.

SPECIAL

Systems Engineering at IBM

"You’re a data
processing consultant
right in the mainstream
at IBM:’

SPAIIT
’t

\1

n %TIN-3

ART To Present
Drama Premiere

_
GI-misled, Sue lire%%er. Bob
hm, Rick Moore, and Paul
netti. Dancers will include JoAtin
Black, Janie Quetin, Pam Triff,,I.
Janet Benson, Sue Harder, Sue
Weber, Cecelia Bowtnan, Pat
Radcliff, Judith St. Clair, AnMacDonald and Sondra
nette
Fraleigh. Miss Fraleigh choreographed the dance.
The presentation was developed by Dr. Regh5by after he discovered that many students in
his humanities and philosophy
classes were artistically talent-

’Fite Cita:wit Players West
’.,.ist premiere production of
Mrs. Daily" is being presented
by the Actor’s Repertuty Theatre
at the Triiiin Museum in Santa
Clara.
"Mrs. Daily" will run Friday
and Saturday evenings through
April 12. Curtain time is 8:30
p.m. The audience is invited to
the Green floom after each performance for an audience-cast
dialogue about the play.
The Triton Museum iR in Santa Clara’s Civic Coder, 1505
War burt on A ve For reser. ti-1)793.
tions, phone

ed.

riconomy Cle3ners
Corner Second & Santa
iv. Off Regular Fri,:

Sts.

With Student Body Cci-d

One Day Servi:o

"The eiy9e4t name

Cleattitty"

education, banking, government, transportation control, or medicine.
Visit your placement office
Sign up at your placement office for an interview with IBM. Or send
a letter or resume to
Harley Thronson, IBM,
Dept. C, 3424 Wilshire
Blvd., Los Angeles,
California 90005.

ON
CAMPUS
APR.
16,17,18

An Equal Opportunity Employer

IBM

m

Monday. Starch NAM

114.41PANTAN DAIL?

Orient Tours This Sumnner

Spartaguide
TODAY
AllESEC, 3:30 p.m., ED230.
Meeting.
2:30
p.m.,
ED230.
S.A.M.,
Drecutive board meeting.
Alptut Lamtele Delta, 5:30
p.m.. Cafeteria. ’Sinner meeting.
Plans of activities
including
"Women’s Week."
Esperlmental t’ o I I eg e, 7:30
p.m., Jonah’s 1%’ail. Seminar on
non-violence. A draft board mem-

pler will speak on "Eurojx: Does it Exist?"
Sociology Club, 12:30 p.m..
New %Wineskin, 10th and San
Fernando Sts. All interested students please attend.
Theta Sigma Phi, 6:30 p.m.,
JC101. All actives and pledges
please attend.

ber will speak on "Problems of
the Draft "
TOMORROW
German Club, 4 p.m., Cafeteria
B. General meeting and election
of officers. German movie will
be shown. Refreshments.
New College, 8-9 a.m., Allen
Hall Lounge. Yoga and meditation exereLses. Everyone v,elcome.
College Union Program Board,
8:15 pm., S142. Dr. Henry Korai-

110W.

MONDAY, MARCH 24
Elententary.

Sunnysale
mentary.
Oxnard l’nion Mel:. High.
Salbuse Union High. High.

F.le-

Committee Posts
Remain Unfilled;
Interviews Open
Mning

.tittleut

oto

IiL e rat-

TUESDAY, MARA.11 25
Mount Pleasant Elementary.
K thru 6; 7 and 8 - all subjects.
Oakland City l’nlfied. Elementary and high.
Fremont ’Unified. Elementary
and high.

nerve the remainder of the year,
...ming Committee
and one II
to

eitairnusat

plan

nest

year.

festivities.
are five student,
to serve on student-favtalty
ittees and
&mile Council c

one graduate student for the
Aeadesnie Connell Armload’. FairIttee.

ness g

The Anwociated Student., JUdiciary is misning one !Itemiser.
and the Student Actisities Board
Is lacking an attorney general,
who mould 11.111/ serve as all all%Lstant to the .AsB attorney
general.
Any student interested in filling any of these vacanelen may
pick up an application form in
the College l Llon, 315 S. Ninth
and sign up for an interview.
Further Information may be ohRobbie Schnitzer,
taLned tr
extension 2628, belmeen 2 and 5
p.m. daily.

Minority Positions
Meeting Planned
All minority htuiletils interested in summer employment am
urged to attend a special meet- ,
ing Vv’ednesday, at 3:30 p.m. in
CH149, according to Fred Jackson, project coordinator.
He indicated that the meeting
will include counseling for seniors and graduate students liN
Gladys Rohe and Jocelyn Flemming of the Placement Office.
Further information may be
obtained from the Placement Office. 122 S. Ninth St.

Ages 17-25
Single or Married
New low rates for young drivers. Preferred or hard to place risks accepted.

DALE JENSEN INSURANCE
3221 Stevens Creek Illvd.
San Jose
243-5027
Suite 205

from San Francisco or Los Angeles to the Orient on July 26
22 :lays of splend-

and take

iferous sight-seeing.
This plane hopping begins on
July 27 with a five-day stcesiver
in Tokyo. ’rhe following day,
’"rhe student visits the many
oh:tines. the Palace, moat and
park, and. of course. dowsitown
Tokyo." explained Mrs. Mildred
Pierce. tour diteetor. The evening features a welcome-to-theOrient Geisha party in a Japanese tea house.
Motor and rail tours to the
shrines in Nikko, Lake Chuzerdi
and Kcgon Falls, a jaunt to
Mount Fuji and the Mahone National Park round out the first
I
week of scheduled activities.
R’ith the coming of August.
Mrs. Pierce continued, "You fl.s’ ,
to Osaka and visit the many
parks and temples before return- I

S.A.M., 6:30 p.m., Smorgey’s,
Story and King Roads, Social
hour and dinner. Councilman
John Lisher will discuss "A
Unique Triangle: Student. Government, and Business."
Phrateres International, 4 p.m..
JC221. All actives and olerices
should attend

day stay in Taipei, Fill I I /sit. fill’
pie touring, precedes the
August 5 flight to Hong Kong.
In Hong Kong, the tour includes trips to the Tiger Balm
Gardens kind Mount Victoria.
Lunch is served on a floating
restaurant near Aberdeen. According to Airs. Pierce, before
departing to Cambodia, "You
will see the New Territories and
will get a close-up view of the
Red Chinese border guards."
In Cambodia, one can visit the
:Inns of the ancient Khmer dy-

Faculty Asked
To Contribute
To New Union

4E,o

SKI EASTER. Beautiful furnished cab h
near Squaw Valley, individuals & sma
groups, $50 ea. 293.1887 or 344.983L
Limited.
r
3’,
AUTO INSURANCE ,:
.1’
year for
excellent r
r I.
21. Call Geor4e Campbel 244 4bUl.
RALLY - Savoy Truffle at GEM N.
1st. Fri. Mar. 28. 6.8, 2 classes/team
par 25 4- AWARDS $3 25 gen $3 ASB
2 par !
LITTLE BROTHERS 3791957

organized attempt by faculty and
staff members to financially contribute to the Union.
According to the letter, unless
"An infusion of other funds tall
previous finances for the building have come from student
fees) is put into the Union
project, furnishings will be at a
minimum level."

AUTOMOTIVE 121

cUllieth
geauty
Collefe

’65 Corvette. Low mileage. Like new. P.S,
Disc. P-B IRS 4 speed. 327 350 HP.
Am -FM Both tops air. P-windows. Tinted
’glass, BRG. Black int. Dual 90 s. $3050.
Call 368.7077.

374 So. First 294-8696
SHAMPOOS & SETS

$1.00
Mon. thru Thurs. Only

HAIRCUTS!

$1.00
HAIR GOODS SPECIALS!
II% oz. Wialeta CASCADES
Reg. 86.50 Reg. &19.95
$15.00
55.00
Good thru March & April :
vim 2 Rights 6 3 days i
In Las Vega* a
Get Raffle tickets
3
All work done by otodentn i
I T1111111111111111111111111111111111111M11116

Excellent

-

HON DA.

ANNOUNCEMENTS (1)

Evil
FOLK SINGERS - L,,,
flings. Charlie Brown.
$175
one
roundtrip,
EUROPE, S260.$315
way, Jet Charter, 841.3965 5.2 p.r
write K. Hartman 1217 Carleton, Berke
iey 94702.
EUROPE Jets $279. See our Friday Display Ad. Sierra Travel Inc., 9875 Santa
SJS faculty and staff will re- Monica B., Beverly Hills.
ceive a letter today from the JEWELS! I’ll make rings. buttons, pen
at
Faculty and Staff Committee dents; anything to order! Catl Anne
297.1947.
asking for their donations toward
ALPHA ETA RHO
the furnLshing of the upper level
AVIATION FRATERNITY
lounge in the new College Union. Initiation Banquet Saturday, March 2?
A goal of $35,000 has been set 8:00 p.m. at Zorba’s San Jose. B
and each member is being asked tickets at Student Affairs Bus. Off. ,,
to donate $25. This is the first Aero Dept. Off.

Regular
194 OCTANE)

1 Ethyl
IWO OCTANE)

29.9
32.9

’65 BSA Custom Hornet. 650 cc.. exc.
cond. Runs fine, looks great, ’69 Lic.
Call: 293.8385 after 6 P.M.
’OS MG8, Br. Racing Green, 8.000 mi.,
4,000 mi. warr. Peri. Spoke wh. SP radial
tires tonneau, r/h. All Syncro, ski rack,
chains. $2650. 356.1531.

FOR SALE (31
U.S. SURPLUS NAVY PEA COATS, f eld
pa,ts eather
ts r
camping supplies. HIP.,
suede
PIE.FASJ
Lace and velvet
goodies. JACK & PAT’S THIRD HAND
STORE. 375 E. Hedding. Between 8th
& 9th. Free parking. Open Sat. & Sun.,
closed Mon.
y

S.

POLAROID CAMERA MODEL 100, color
3 blk. ’,tr.. Cloud filter and carrying
ase. In perfect condition, asking $70.
all: 292.5212.
PORTABLE STEREO: MAGNAVO X
SOLID STATE, with stand. Like new.
S’CO Ctli 294.8905. 32 So. 19th.
FURNITURE table
:r d

lamps, sofa, book
’terns. Good con

PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT - NI,
X tix other brand cameras
r.:. Save up to 100,!. than
20o-4495.
SKIS. HART PROS, 200cm. Used once.
$80. Schivinn var. 10 speed, v.g. cond.
$35. 286-3414 after 5 p.m.

FACULTY
STUDENTS
ALUMNI
Just present your stet, , ASB

Only at 4th and William

Puritan Oil Co.

Some
things
you just
take for
granted-

a -d

MOVIE & STILL
* Cameros
* Projectors *
DEVELOPING -

*

Supplies
Equipment

PRINTING

)(me
Camera chop

...until you become a
Corps Volunteer!

Cent

245 SOUTH FIRST
Prompt end Courteous Service

PON
See us

on 7th O. this week for information and also

registration for the 35 minute Language Aptitude Test.

TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES over 21.
286.4340.
So. 1 I street. Cd
_
FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE apt.
with 3 others. $51.0nr.). 2 blks from
school. 342 50.11 St. #2. Call 287-7787.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEED IMMEDIWANTED: People with backgrounds or ATELY to share a clean, modern, bdrm.
degrees in engineering, education, in- apt. near school. Extra storage space.
dustrial arts, agriculture. health nursing, $55/mo. Call Dee, 286-2859.
and mechanics to work in 61 countries.
RENT OR roommate wanted
See PEACE CORPS, 7th St. this week. APT. FOR
to share with 3 liberal girls. 286.0438.
READER FOR FRESHMAN English term
English MALE LIBERAL needs own room with
papers. Prefer MA candidate
who plans to teach college English, kitchen priv. to be available April 1.7.
motivated to help students. 356.7632. Contact Dave 44 N. 7th. #2. Leave msg.
Late afternoon and eves.
SKIERS: SOUTH LAKE TAHOE. APT.
Sleeps five. One-half mi to Heavenly,
6 blks. to State Line. $40/wknd. 295-1154
HOUSING IS)
UPPER DIVISION MAN needed to shore
2 bdrm. apt. with 3 others, $57.50/mo.
HARMONY HOUSE
148 E. William #28. Call 287-0209.
Room and board for men only. $95/mo.
Duplex to self
TV & rec. room with game tables. Room ROOMMATE NEEDED.
very
nice. $50/mo. Call 287-4876.
only $40/mo. 342 E. William 287-0209.
TA-IANTED FEMALES & MALES, nice
VENTURE I
596
Coed living center $100 per mo. incl. rooms, kitchen privileges, TV, patio.
room and board, color TV, large lounge S. 10th or call Ted 293.9877.
heated pool. 525 So. 9th. Tel 287-4885. STUDIOUS MALE student, quiet upstairs
kit. priv.
FOR RENT, Furnished 2 bdrm. 2 bth bedroom in private home, with
apts. 148 E. Williams. 3 brm. also 297-6079.
private
1/2
bath,
room.
cheerful
LARGE
available.
Rommel, Wanted, male, to share large entrance & yard. 406 So. I Ith St.
duplex modern apt. with 3 other upper
division. Orientals, own room. $60/mo.
LOST AND FOUND 16)
286-8404.
GIRLS GIRLS GIRLS
JOBS JOBS JOBS
MONEY MONEY MONEY
Part time work in our office. No experience necessary. Choice of hours.
$2.00/hr. Call Mr. Andrews, 287-1728.

REFRIG. $30. just rebuilt. Used last
,ern. and selling because of moving
Large 45 cu- with freezer. 2 Blks from UPPER DIVISION FEMALE STUDENT to
campus. 293-1938 after 6 p.m.
share 2 bdrrn. apt. with 2 girls. $53/mo.
100% HUMAN HAIR FALL -brown 298-0760 before noon.
shoulder length. Call aft. 6, not Tues. UPPER DIV. MALE: share 2 bdrm. apt.
or . .tle-dt 269 C132.
Straight, fairly studious. $66/mo. 641 So.
Ilth, #4. after 4 p.m.
2 BEDROOM FURN. APT. Girlstudents
HELP WANTED (4)
only. $155.00. Phone 377-6960 or 3785701.
DRIVER WANTED, ice cream vending FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. For
route. 30-50%. 9-11 a.m. 297-4228. Full mountain cabin, Approx. $65/mo. Must
or part time.
have car. Call Carol 298-9845 aft. 4 pm.

’MUSTANG ’66 GT Hi Perf 289, rally
eqp, 4 speed. db.. int_ vinyl top. discs.
dls.
1 owner. low mi., show cond.,
$1895. 948.3613 eves.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Nfik

’65 BUICK SKYLARK custom. 4-spd.
bright red, full equipt,
sharp! 45,000
rni I own. 377-6949, eves/wknd.

WEDDING INVITATIONS $5.95/hundred
Free catalog and samples. Phore (416)
321-1317.
WIIII Mak* Curtains for all makes and
models of cars. Call after 8 p.m. 2862445.
PHOTOGRAPHY: For any occasion. Student rates. Call Rich Kelso eves. 286
1139 or 296-7992.
INCOME TAX SERVICE
Fed. or State, $3.50. On or off campus.
Call 293-1211. Off campus 780 South
Ilth #10. Xerox copies avail.

’66 LAMBRETTA 150, dependable, runs
good, only 2,408 miles. $110. Call 2931801.

JAGUAR ’58, $675, excellent run condition. Call 378.84II.

_
’shege T0171214 TH’ CHAPECON’5 CAg ,GkOPESSOR 5661121:-Ihtll
All WET AT 10VCR5 bre 58 MICES SOWN ON raw eow.a.

CLASSIFIED RATES

-41111W
5 linos
6 lines

day

Three days

Four days

/.50

-2-.-0----

2.00
3.00--

2.50
3.00
3.a-

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

.50

.50

.50

.50

2.50
3.00
3.50 1
4.00
.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
0 Announcements (I)
0 Automotive (2)
0 For Sale (3)

0 Help Wanted (4)
0 Housing (5)
0 Last anti Fcam4 (6)

---------

CAR POOL from SJS arse to Westgate, Saratoga Ave. Mon. -Fri. 4:00. Call
292.8545 after 4 pm.

-4.-

-4-

-4-

To Place
an ad:
Come to:
Classified Adv.

Daily
1:30 to 3:30

0 Personals (7)
D Servicea (8)

Cl Transportation (2)

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed is $

City

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
95114
SAN 10SE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.

Noss snow 2 dept atter placing tor id to appear.

Tues.-Thurs.
10:30-12:30
MWF
9:30 - 1 1:30

Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.
Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465

Five days

Add thls

amount for

TYPING; term papers, manuscripts,
thesis, etc. Experienced, dependable,
reasonable. 294.1313.

No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ed here:
(COunt approximately 33 letters and spaces for each Imo

Two days

2.50

WANT AN engagement ring different
than all others? Design your own with
our help. Or choose a standard ring.
Also quality diamonds at wholesale
prices. Call 286-0964 after 7:00 p.m.
Jim Self.
BCV I’m crazy about you. J.M
Ilth #10. Xerox copies avail.

EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC.
Master’s - Reports - Dissertations.
Marrianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Ave.
Call 371-0395. San Jose.

1967 BSA 650 cc twin carbs. Very fast,
very reliable. Make offer, 287.5170.

ons

TRANSPORTATION 19,

Office -J206

PERSONALS 171

RENT A STEREO: Or a TV from Esche’s
Free delivery, free service, no contract
$10.00 per month. 251-2598.
TYPING, FAST, ACCURATE, EXPER
IENCED. Will edit. 21/2 mi. from campus. Mrs. Aslanian. 298-4104.

130

’66 DODGE Dart GT. 4 spd. CRAGAR
ROAD Whls. 5 good tires. Good cond.
V8, 4 bbl, R/H. buckets w/console. Must
sell, $1250/offer. Call 287-3481. Waffle
Towers Rm. 303.

Minimum
Three lines
One day
4-111-lii

CHILD-CARE near campus. much
space, toys & activity. Call 2864540.
GARDENING, landsceping & piping,
moving, pruning, cleaning (yerd) Reasonable. Call 298.4383 or 287-5276.

PROOF READING and MANUSCRIPT
EDITING. NO typing. Call 248-6522.

HONDA S-90 Isport)-Fun, Fast, Cheap.
Call: John 294.6019 (#12I) $295.

1966 TRIUMPH SPITFIRE. Elcellent condition. green, AM -Fm. new tires, many
extras. $1500. Call 259.5668.
’58 CHEVY excellent around town car
Minor body injury. but mechanically
sound. Call Jim 292.9608. Cheap.

LOST: Black & White photos in Red
Neuss Pharmacy Bag. Lost Feb. 21 on
or around campus. Call Martha 2946330.
LOST: Pair of glasses in a tan case.
REWARD. Call 258-5223.
LOST 3/11 small, mainly black, female
puppy. German shepherd, coloring.
Dachshund size. 297-4140. 199 S. 12th St.

"ARYICES 181

’66 CHEVY 2 dr. Sedan 3 speed. Original
265 engine, 36,000 mi. Excellent shape.
Must see to appreciate. $325 or best
offer. Call Gary 354.7586 after 3:00 p.m.

each add)
tional line
011’M

a

Dawn precedes a
the Temple
flight to Singapore. A visit to
the Sultan’s Palace concludes the
touring festivities prior to the
return flight home on Aug. 18.
Got the Oriental travel bug?
A $1,000 tour shot might be just
what the doctor ordered.

SPECIAL DISCOUNT

’62 MONZA, 4 spd., r/h, good cond.
Needs clutch. $250/offer. Must sell. Call
Gary, 241-4222. 6.7:30 p.m.

GASOLINE

nasty. plus the cities of Angkor
Thom and Angkor Wat. Oil Aug.
11. the tour wings for Bangkok
to visit the Temple of the
Emerald Buddha and to witness
Thai dancing.
A boat tour of the famous
Klongs (canals) and a visit to

Spartan Daily Classifieds

FRIDAY. IVIAR(’H 28
Antelope Valley Llnion High.
Lancaster ILos Angeles). Secondary
all subject areas.

Mon. thru Thurs. Only

AUTO
INSURANCE

summer.

time before spring finals, think

Recreation Department, Cafeteria and bookstore. Registration
for the "All College Badminton
Tourney."

THURSDAY, MARCH 27
Antioch Unified. Elementary.
Petalunsa City Elementary and
High. Elementary and high.
5filpItas Elementary. K thru
6; 9-12 all subject areas.

this

a bit about the months between
June and September. You can fly

WEDNESDAY

R’EDNESDAY, MARCH 26
Castro Valley Untried. ElementarY; limited high.
Burbank Unified. Element:0y
and high.
Raven/mom’ City Elementary.
K thru 8 - all subject areas.

Geisha

$1,079, take in the Adler
coins
Orient Tour between semesters.
As you grind out the study

Experimental Colleg e, 7:30
p.m., Allen Hall Lounge. Seminar on Mahayana, Ekayana. and
Zen Buddhism. All are welcome.

relations director to

ment

Think

With lingering time and jingling

Marketing Club, 6:30 p.m.,
Blum’s Restaurant, 206 Town and
Count ry Village. Social HOW’.
Meeting at 7:30 p.m. Panel discussion an investments moderated by Dr. Constantine Danellis
of the SJS Business Department.

Teacher Interviews
the folRepresentat is foi
lowing :school dintricts LL111 be on
mutate during the nest week ta
I:stemless. teacher vandldates for
the 1989-7o school year. Interviews will be held In the Plawement Center. Bldg. %A, 122 S.
Ninth St. Interested candidates
may sign for an appointment

By RON LENT
Dully Feature Editor

Days

